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Autonomous Organisation
W H I T E PA P E R

DISCLAIMER
The information in this Whitepaper is subject to change or update and should not be
construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by MyReality or any other individual
or organisation mentioned in this document relating to the future availabillity of shares
or tokens. The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or
securities. It does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any offer
for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities nor
should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection with any
contract or commitment whatsoever. MyReality expressly disclaims any and all
responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever
arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the document,
any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting
therefrom. This is not a recommendation to buy or to be regarded as financial advice. It
is strictly informational.
We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and
reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not
warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data,
reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly
subject to change without notice. The information contained in this document may
include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking statements, which would include
any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations or
warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any
projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily
speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking
statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or
by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond
control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not
materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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“Ultimately, the metaverse will allow us to not only play games but
also to shop, do business, chat, work, socialize, attend concerts and
do many other things similar to what we do in the real world and
more. All of this within a virtual world.”
Bao, founder MyReality

Image : A full 24x24 (64 of 3x3 estates) created by Team MyReality in The Sandbox.
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INTRODUCTION
While the Metaverse has been around for some years now, it was not until social-media
giant Facebook’s recent decision to change its name to Meta that everyone stood up to
take notice. Soon after, other giants such as Microsoft and Nvidia, among others,
announced their Metaverse plans. While Facebook calls the metaverse “the next chapter
for the internet”1, Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang sees it as becoming “much, much bigger than
the physical world”2.
This whitepaper outlines MyReality’s objective to be a leading global developer
in the metaverse.
MyReality (the “company”) started as a hobby project of its founder Quoc Bao Ngo, who
is better known as ”Bao” to his friends. As he grew to understand the potential of the
metaverse, Bao soon turned MyReality into a reality in January 2020 by launching what
today has already become one of the largest metaverse game developers in the industry.
We also believe that the community plays a vital role in getting to where we are heading.
As such, we are inviting those who share our vision to be part of a better tomorrow to
join us through the listing of the MyReality Token (MRT).
The metaverse is the future. Let’s go on this adventure together.

1 https://www.wireservice.ca/metaverse-is-the-next-chapter-of-the-internet/
2 https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/nvidia-ceo-metaverse-larger-than-real
world/#:~:text=Nvidia%20CEO%20says%20the%20metaverse,larger%20than%20the%20physical%20world'&text=Nvidia%
20CEO%20Jensen%20Huang%20says,but%20in%20terms%20of%20economics.
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THE BIG PICTURE
The Opportunity
In the early days of the Metaverse development, it became apparent to us that there would
be a huge demand for Meta Builders to bring the Metaverse vision to reality. This inspired us
to launch MyReality in January 2020. We immediately recognized the potential of The
Sandbox, a new entrant into the metaverse at that time and established a strategic
cooperation with it.
With more than 166,000 plots of digital lands (“LAND”) available in the Sandbox, it was clear
to us that there would be tens of thousands of individual LAND owners who would be seeking
out developers to help develop their LANDs, whether for their own use or to monetize it via
the creation of games & activities on the LAND itself. As this building process requires highly
specialized skills and experience plus is also very time-consuming, demand for metaverse
builders have increased significantly since 2020.

Fast forward to today, we continue to see a very strong pipeline of projects coming from The
Sandbox which should last us for many months ahead. However, we want to prepare for the
future. Why? Because when we take a few steps into the future, we see the massive potential
for growth in what we are doing. In fact, the industry is now moving into the exponential
phase of growth, thanks to the widespread adoption of the metaverse by key players like
Facebook, Microsoft, Nvidia and many others.
In short, the potential for a meta developer like MyReality is huge. Imagine the day when all
websites, as we know it, will no longer be static 2D pages but an immersive 3D experience by
itself. Now imagine not only websites but chatgroups, social media platforms and everything
on the internet being unique experiences, standalone metaverses.
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Recent Developments
While considered to be a new company, MyReality has grown fairly quickly to be the largest
metaverse developer in the Sandbox. We are also an Official Partner to The Sandbox. With the
Sandbox expected to launch in Summer 2022, demand for meta builders can only get stronger.
Already, demand is significant, and ongoing negotiations indicate a possible exponential
development, especially with respect to long term development contracts. Among major names
that MyReality is working with we would like to highlight Republic Realm which we a proud to
call a partner. We are also early dialogue with others for potential partnerships. Notably, in
recent weeks we have also seen a marked increase in order volume for smaller landscapes and
NFTs.

Image: Created by Team MyReality within 30 days from start to finish for 1x1 land
on The Sandbox

One exciting development is that we have been approached by major names in the industry to
discuss possible strategic partnerships. This includes taking a stake in MyReality. Discussions
are underway and the ability to attract such names is a reflection of the company’s capabilities
and status in the market.
As a result of growing demand, we have also increased our staff strength to over 70 people to
date (December 2021), the majority of them developers. The bulk of our developers are situated
in Vietnam with some in Europe. The management team is situated in Norway. We have in the
near term intentions to build our staff strength to 100 persons & beyond as demand increases
for our services.
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MYREALITY
Expansion
In order to meet the expansion needs of the MyReality, the company has undergone two rounds
of funding: Series A & B which together has raised a total of $3.5 mln. The funds raised from
Series A was used to bring MyReality to where it is today as the company started from scratch
and had to hire developers, administrators, buy hardware/software and other related
expenses. Not long after the Series A funding, the company turned profitable and became
financially self-sustainable on a monthly basis. The Series B funding is to raise capital to allow
for the listing of the MyReality Token (MRT) on Uniswap, and also for the purchase of land from
The Sandbox. The land purchase, which is still being negotiated with The Sandbox, will be used
to provide clients who want an “A to Z” solution from MyReality which involves leasing the land
to the client, building the landscape, NFTs and game on the estate & assisting in the monetizing
of the investment itself. There will also be allocations from the Series B fund raising to expand
further the development team and also to set up presence in Spain and Singapore as MyReality
becomes a truly global company. The operation in Malaga, Spain will be MyReality European
Development Department while the Singapore operation will be the Asia-Pacific Regional
Headquarters.
Going forward, there is no foreseeable need to raise further capital. The company is
expected to generate revenue from multiple sources in the future:
Landscape & game development (presently)

Service Agreements

NFT development

Marketing/Affiliate Agreements

Sandbox ‘Portal’

Others

Tie – up with strategic partners

These multiple sources

Set up presence in Spain &

of revenue, many of

Singapore

which will have recurring

Series A & B
funding for

income features,
coupled with expected
strong demand as the
overall industry grows,

expansion
My reality
established
10 developers

Multiple sources of revenue
> 400 developers

Listing on
December 15
70 developers

should see MyReality
grow from strength to

2020

2021

2022 & Beyond

strength financially.
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MyReality Tokens
Investors into MyReality presently hold MyReality Tokens or MRTs. In terms of supply, there is
a maximum of 1,000,000,000 MRTs. Of this, 46,5% is held by founders and management, and
30% to early-stage investors that participated in the Series A and B funding. A balance of 23.5%
still remain and these are held in the DAO Treasury and allocated for future strategic partners
(10.0%) and for other usage such as employee options (2.5%).

Original Holders

Serie A

Serie B

( 46.5%)

( 25%)

$ 1.5m

Strategic partners & others

( 5.0%)

Listing

( 10.0% + 2.5%)

$ 2.0m

Dec 15, 2021

Yet to be allocated

The 46,5% of Tokens assigned to founders and management, are
locked until 15 December 2023. This represents a total of
465,000,000 MRT Tokens.
As it stands, the majority of MRT tokens are being held in strong hands, majority by MyReality’s
own management, followed by angel investor-cum-venture capital company, the Klein Group
(see https://www.kleingroup.no/investments). The rest of the tokens are held by individual
investors, many of whom can be considered under the “friends & family” category and thus are
long-term believers and holders of the token.
With regard to the listing the different categories of Token Holders will determine the
anticipated amount of Tokens in so-called ‘Free Float’. The Free Float is the number of tokens
assumed to contribute to the market liquidity of the token.

Free Float Calculation is:
Total supply of Tokens:

Calculated and
1,000,000,000 (100%)

Assumed Free Float:

Less Founders/Management (locked):

465,000,000 (46,5%)

144,284,880

Less Strategic (long term) investors:

135,000,000 (13,5%)

14,30%

Less DAO Treasury:

255,715,120 (25,6%)
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THE DAO
MRT’s Decentralized Autonomous Organization
A Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) is a so-called ‘smart contract’ running on the
Ethereum blockchain, with rules that the founder has already set up to automatically execute
when certain conditions are met without the need for manual actions or interventions.
The DAO is administered by an appointed external Manager who is taking care of all commercial
obligations. The DAO is governed by a council which is elected by the DAOs members. In this
example: the DAO’s members votes for a council which in turn appoints an independent third
party to manage all business related activities.
The MRT Token is a Utility Token. This is why all decisions are made by the Council. The
Council will work to assign attributes to the Token. This means that by owning the Token, you
may get specific rights in our community, have advantages for participating in events and
competitions, Influence NFT development programs and the structure and way of how the
present and coming communities will set up in the future Sandbox Metaverse LAND of
MyReality.
Apart from these influences, once the SandBox Metaverse opens and activities are initiated, the
Council may decide to introduce the MRT Utility Token as a currency in the Metaverse, meaning
that you can buy and sell NFTs, access passes to events and build a ownership position within
the community by using MRT Utility Tokens.
The MRT Token will represent the circulation in the MyReality Metaverse. The limited supply of
Tokens and the even more limited ‘Free Float’, will ensure that as utilities are added to the Token
and the MyReality Metaverse story continues to strengthen, the increasing demand for MRT
Tokens will create a long term increase in Token Value. When the Sandbox opens, the increased
activity in the MyReality Metaverse will further support this demand.

This constitutes the MRT Tokenomics.
Since our vision and goal is to be a Meta builder in The Sandbox metaverse where other DAOs
will be part of the community, it’s obvious we should have a DAO. You invest in the DAO by
purchasing MRT Tokens from the Company. These Tokens are utility tokens with no influence
over business decisions.
The MyReality DAO was launched through Aragon, trusted by many industry pioneers.
The DAO today owns 144 very well placed LANDs in the Sandbox, next to the Gateway. We
intend to acquire another 1,008 LANDs and populate them with games made by our Meta
Builder teams.
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By utilizing our development resources, we will

Establish new Teams of Meta Builders
for Game Development, landscapes,
and NFT creations

Populate All of the 1,152 LANDs with all
kinds of games and exciting mediums
(Museums, Artworks, Tutorials,
Marketplaces, Social Hubs, etc.)

Business Model
Game Development on our LANDs: 1,152 LANDs will give the DAO at least 128 estates to rent out
on the market. Those who rent from the DAO must use the DAO to develop games for them.
Customers have to pay for a service according to the mandatory service agreement. This will be
a percentage of the gaming revenue, NFT-asset sale, transportation fees, etc.

We will do marketing for brands in our Games. Advertising games with prizes.
Business development - NFT Assets collectibles. All the games will have designed assets
that are collectible. We will help our customers to design sustainable games.
MRT will have its coin backed up by the MRT vault. Treasure in the vault will be NFTs from the
Sandbox world

Ecosystem
$MRT Token will be our
primary token to be spent
on items/assets.

C O N F I D E N T I A L

Prizes, fees, game
development,
advertising in $MRT

$MRT can be backed up
by a vault of NFTs from
the Sandbox
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Dao Settings And Rules
DAO Token is MRT
DAO name is MyReality DAO
51% of token holders need to vote. 50% of the votes have
to be Yes for a decision to be executed
The Council can create a vote for a decision. 50% of council
members must vote, more than 50% of the votes have to
be yes.
MyReality DAO will only be working with The Sandbox
Metaverse
Token holders can demand change of the Council. The
Council must create the case for voting of new members.
The chairman of the council can dismiss the case.
All Lands acquired from TSB can only be owned by the DAO
and cannot be sold.
DAO owns the lands
DAO owns the IP
DAO will get tokens in rewards in exchange for
development
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The Council
Quoc Bao Ngo

0x83eF66B64Cd0BAF2940C74AcEb2BDf0Df44A78FF

Otto Moe

0xE70A8797212b5B78d8F0444F2f31209cd76F23db

Ketil Monsen

0x534bb6d35e2fa4ffaec3a6cdf31ba1948998DC28

Sebastien - The
Sandbox

0x8C2E67Bd3D0f432eF75D9AE6623Cd0DFbCE66050

Manager
Headquarter Norway
Otto Moe - CEO
Quoc Bao Ngo - COO, Head of Development

Vietnam Branch
CEO Trung Quoc Nguyen

US Branch (Wyoming)

Ketil Monsen - CFO

Singapore Branch
Sani Hudin

Spain Branch
Mardo Sharoyan
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What our Clients say
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THE TEAM
Quoc Bao Ngo
COO, and Founder of MyReality DAO, 20 years with different
programming experiences

Otto Moe
CEO, more than 35 years of experience from IT, telecom, finance / tax,
developing concepts and companies, both nationally and internationally.

Ketil Monsen
CFO, 32 years of experience in international finance, including CFO positions
in companies with worldwide operations and consultant and mentor for a
wide variety of startups. Experience from Corporate Finance in a securities
company, and has been engaged in facilitating M&A processes and public
bond- and share issues.

Morten Klein
Founder of Klein group AS, MyReality DAO advisor

Trung Quoc Nguyen
CEO of Myreality LLC Vietnam

Huong Quynh Tran Nguyen
CEO of MyInfinity LLC, Vietnam
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CONCLUSION
In a short period of time, MyReality has managed to established itself as a major developer in The Sandbox
where it is recognized both as an official meta builder and ambassador. This was made possible by the fact
we have strong & dedicated teams consisting of global developers, coders and management that come with
extensive blockchain, gaming, business, and even legal knowledge. What binds us together is the vision of
making MyReality the leading meta builder in the metaverse, and to be part of creating the virtual world of
tomorrow.
We would also like to thank our partners and clients whom have been instrumental in our success so far and
we hope will continue to be part of our success in the future.
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